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I’ve been holding this space open and delaying publication for some significant news.
First is the recent interest in the Eastern US in holding a Rendezvous. If you have been monitoring the Yahoo group, you are aware that Andy Toomey is leading the charge to organize a
meet-up in the New York, New York area while John Starace is trying to organize a gathering
of Vegas in the Chesapeake. I had hoped to include the specific details of both events in this
issue but time has run out. If possible, we will try to notify everyone when the details are
firmed up.
A second matter that has been weighing on my mind for some time is my retirement from the
company I’ve worked for the last 26 years. April 30th will be my last day on the job. Laura is
competing in the Honolulu Triathlon on May 20th and we intend to set sail for Fisherman’s
Bay and the 2007 Pacific Northwest VEGAtarian Rendezvous as soon after the race as possible. Such a voyage, of course, cannot be put on a strict timetable, wind and sea conditions
being beyond our control, but we hope that 35 to 40 days will be enough time for the crossing.
We plan to spend the summer in Puget Sound visiting family and friends in Vancouver, Gig
Harbor and Victoria and cruising the islands. We’re hoping some of the local VEGAtarians
will let us know the best places to visit and perhaps join us for part of our cruise.
By October we plan to be in San Diego to Join the Baja Ha-ha cruising rally/race to Cabo San
Lucas. From there we will sail for French Polynesia. After that—we’re not saying.
All of this opens some interesting opportunities. Of course, we will document and publish
every detail of our preparations; things have changed since Nick and Jenny Coghlan (1989) and
Tony Skidmore (1997) made their epic voyages and shared their experiences. We will carry
three GPS receivers, more accurate and cheaper than a sextant and tables (Although we have
those aboard as well). We are trying to cut a favorable deal on a water maker too, another benefit of technology not available to Lorna Doone and Tarka the Otter.
I plan to set op a “Blog” on the AVA web site so our progress can be followed. Also, we have
acquired a cam-corder and editing software so we will be able to record the preparations and the
voyage for posterity. I only hope our video can live up to the standard set by the classic “Vega
Westbound”.
Aloha
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Chuck:
I'll mail you a CD.
Vegas in attendence were:
City Zoo (Friday Harbor) Bear and Mitzi
Shiva (Orcas Island) Sheila and Howard
Sin Tacha (Victoria BC) Peter and Ulla Jacobs
also,
Putachieside, Alberg 30 (White Rock BC) Brian and Diana (former Vega owners)
Always a Lady, Catalina 25 (Orcas Island) Chris and Lyne.
Walt Brown and Judy Allore were also there, from Crescent City CA. They drove up and
camped out.
Jim and Gloria (Vega owners) also drove up from Oregon? and camped.
The accordian player was Terry (partner Linda .... I think, and dog Mulligan), from a big
ketch, picture attached below.
Walt Brown brought up a Navik Vane which I bought from him and we installed it on Sin
Tacha at the Port Browning dock. I didn'y get a chance to use it until returning home last
week from the Port Townsend Wooden Boat Festival. It works like a charm, although I still
have a lot to learn about fine tuning it for various points of sail.
Credit goes to my wife, Ulla, for remembering everyone's name!
Cheers!
Peter.

Thanks for the report and the photos Peter. Some of the
photos are on the following pages. The rest are on the
website at http://americanvega.org/rendezvous.html
along with information about Rendezvous 2007
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Bear and Mitzi’s “City Zoo” left and Howard
and Sheila’s “Shiva” below

That’s Peter and Ulla Jacobs’ “Sin Tacha”
at right and Brian and Diana Hoffler’s Alber
30 “Putachieside” above
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Walt Brown and Peter Jacobs installing a
Navik windvane on “Sin Tacha”
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As usual, the potluck party looks
like it was a lot of fun. Laura and I
are sorry we missed it but we are
determined to be at Fisherman’s
Bay this year.
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Lars Lemby
Kastanjevagen 8
13246 Saltsjo-’Boo
Sweden

21 March 2007

Dear Chuck,
For reasons unknown I haven’t got my anchor up for some time. This metaphor
stands for the fact that some considerable time ago I went to the bank and
purchased the included US$, which is intended as my fee for some years — whichever
these are you must conclude for yourself. Perhaps I owe you for 2006,
and then the rest is for 2007,
Recently I have been working on tidying my study, where I have been keeping VEGA
newsletters and bulletins from my start in the Vega movement in 1969. By that time there
already existed a Vega club in Sweden and Norway (and possibly Denmark). In 1972 (if I remember it correctly) the Vega One Design Association, VODA, was formed and talks about
forming a Scandinavian One Design Class started. Letters were exchanged between the
clubs and the national sailing organisations of Sweden and Norway. However, just then the
Dutch Kring van Vega Zeilors was formed and this organization applied for membership of
VODA. This caused the withdrawal of the application for a Scandinavian class. Soon after
this the organisations in Denmark, Great Britain, Germany cum Switzerland and thus VODA
became a truly international body. The first President of VODA was the Swede Bo Lundell,
who resigned after only a few years. Then I was elected president remained so for a great
many years. During this time, and afterwards, I have collected the various publications from
all the Vega clubs and organizations, and only a few issues have got missing. My hope and
intension is to bring all this into some kind of order and then to offer it to the maritime museum of Stockholm, where they have already one Vega as an example of “A very popular
boat of the 20th century”. Thus also your publications will land up in a museum! I hope this
will please you, Chuck.
Here the winter has lost its grip and we have started the spring fitting out work. For my part
I would like to find a solution to fitting an inner forestay for hard weather sailing. I have already a third reef in my mainsail that brings down the top to the spreaders. But to roll in the
genoa to a matching small size would give me a hopelessly baggy shape of a sail. I would
therefore like to be able to rig a temporary forestay from the cleat on the foredeck to somewhere near the spreaders. This would give a well-stabilized mast. The problem now is to
think out and make some arrangement that will properly fix the cleat downwards. The idea I
am working on is to fix the aft bolt holding the cleat to the athwartship little bulkhead up forward, take the lifting force sideways and then down to the hull. The inner forestay itself would
be made up of two lengths of wire: one from the spreaders to the foot of the mast, where it
would normally be fastened and resting, the second an elongation that would come down to
the cleat when brought forward, A bottle screw between the two to tighten it all up. The sail
will be a hank on one. However, I still don’t know if this will work. I shall have to speak to
some yacht- and sail designer to figure out what shape such a sail should have and how it
could be sheeted. If I go through with this I will let you know.
Fair Winds
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The Vega and the Bicycle

by Paul and Melanie Halvachs, “Double Fantasy” V1826
For Melanie and I, two of the pleasures of owning a Vega are seeing new coastal towns and exploring beyond the
anchorage. You could use a cab but they can be expensive and not always available. Public Transportation is
good only as long you can go where they are going and can wait for the next bus. Walking is great exercise, but
can be time consuming, limiting the distance you can cover.
One solution is a folding bicycle. With the addition of “fast releases” and telescoping components, most bikes can
be opened and made ready to ride in under two minutes (manufacturers claim under a minute). Storage and removal in the port and starboard locker adds several minutes but even our 26-inch wheel Montague with folding
pedals is stored with a minimum of work.
The “perfect” folding bicycle would be lightweight, robust, simple to repair and maintain, easy to set-up, easy to
store, fast to ride, comfortable, and resist corrosion. The current crop of folding bicycles fulfills many of these
criteria. Internet searches identify many manufacturers but the most commonly known to US sailors are Dahon
and Montague. Dahon carries many models and even a “Mariner” model with corrosion resistant fittings. Montague carries only full size (26 inch)(650c) folding bikes. If you are the serious biker and can’t be parted from your
“Old Reliable”, one US company sells joiners and “quick release” cables that can be installed on your personal
bike.
I have divided the style of folding bike into three types based upon the distance that could be comfortably ridden.
In my opinion more depends on the size of the wheel than on the gearing.
Wheels less than 20 inches:
If you plan to ride under 3 miles (5 kilometers) then this might be your bike. The problem is distance for energy
expended. You don’t get much bang for your buck especially uphill. The folded down size and weight are only
slightly different compared to the 20-inch wheel. Many of the parts are non-standard and may be limited only to
the manufacturer.
I can’t get too excited about this size and somehow they always seem to be too small.
20-inch wheels:
This is by far the most common size of folding bike. Everything from very expensive to inexpensive knock-offs
of the more popular versions are available. Many options are available such as different gears: One speed (gear),
three speed hubs, 5 speed, all the way up to 24 speed derailleurs for all different types of riding. Parts are easily
purchased at any bike repair shop or even Wal-Mart
Distances are more easily traveled, but more than 25 miles (45 kilometers) doesn’t seem very realistic. On the
other hand, Dahon and Girl Friday claims you can easily ride 100 miles (161 km) on their high performance 24speed models.
Greater than 20 inch Wheels:
This is the other end of the spectrum. There are only a few full-size folding bikes just like there are few “smaller
than 20-inch wheel” models. But these are just like your bike at home. You can ride over 25 miles (45 km) over
rolling terrain in under two hours without great effort. Parts are easily obtained and customizing the bike with
oversize saddles or high performance tires is limited only by your pocketbook and imagination (handle bar squirrel
tails?). Dahon even has a high performance 27 inch (700c) wheel drop handlebar beauty that costs over $2,000.
We personally own one of the inexpensive 26 inch Montague models. I like it, but have spent money and time
getting everything just right plus I have upgraded several items.
This size is good for a serious rider that loves his Vega. They can be stored in the cockpit lockers with a little angling and effort.

Considerations:
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As always the first consideration is not money but use. How far are you going? Over what kind of terrain? How
much time and effort do you expend to get there? How often will you be using it? Seriously consider proven
corporations over imitations. They have a proven track record. Basic and inexpensive models by the primary corporations are fine for occasional forays. Tires size and type depends on the riding that is planned. The Montague
DX has hybrid tires that are supposed to be able to handle gravel and tarmac. I have switched to a road tire but not
the narrowest because sometimes we do ride gravel trails. The larger diameter tire means less effort for distance.
Gearing makes the traveling easier especially on rolling terrain. The more gears, the easier it is to maintain a good
cadence. But the tuning of the rig is harder and a good knock can throw the derailleur out of alignment. You will
need to be more skilled at repairs. The Stumey-Archer three speed hub has all it gears inside the hub and therefore
no derailleur that is so easy to deform. This has some real advantages but you will walk up the steep hills.
The “Folding Society” has reviewed many models available in the UK.
The second consideration is, of course, money. Quality components cost money. Many designs use the same basic frame but different components to make a road or mountain bike. So this goes back to the first question, what
is the desired use? Occasional use or short distances may mean that an inexpensive model with fewer fancy components would be the best choice.
The third consideration is maintenance and components. Too complicated frequently means fragile. And folding
bike components needs to be strong and simple. Drop an anchor on a derailleur and you are a pedestrian again.
Plus ease of repair should be considered unless you have experience with bike maladies.
The fourth consideration is storage on a Vega. I don’t have to tell you fellow Vega owners on the difficulty in
finding storage space. However, we have found that the bikes do fit into the lockers. But folding pedals are extremely important because of the narrow lockers.
Our own experiences started with 20-inch wheel steel (heavy) folding bikes that preceded quick releases and it
took about 15 minutes to set up because key components like pedals and handlebars had to be reinstalled. They
had a 3-speed Stumey-Archer hub and could not handle steep hills. We bought our Montague “DX Crossover”
bikes at an end of the season clearance from West Marine. It has 26-inch (650) hybrid tires and 18 gears. The
price was right and we were not sure if we would enjoy or even use folding bikes considering the difficulties with
the older models. We had to take it to a bike shop to get it adjusted properly because we did not know enough to
adjust the components. Then take it in again after the parts wore and stretched. I can now do some of my own
adjustments but it has been a learning experience. But we ride 10-20 miles on an irregular basis and we are not
strong riders so the extra gears and larger tires area big help. They are our primary bikes.
Accessories:
A decent helmet is an absolute. Don’t leave home without it. They are comfortable and not for wimps. Real men
wear helmets, just ask my buddy, Lance.
A bag or case is needed to protect the bike from the boat and vice versa. They can be expensive but worth it.
Folding pedals are one accessory that will make storage much simpler. They function the same as the regular pedals but fold flat to the side of the bike. They really are a necessity for the limited Vega port and starboard cockpit
lockers for both the 20 and 26-inch bikes.
Small tool kits, tire repair kit, lock, and pump are needed. Fortunately these items are small and easily stored.
A rear rack and bag are useful but not absolutely needed. A small backpack is almost as useful but not if something heavy is carried.
Good Sailing and Good biking!
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ODA
Minutes of the General VODA Meeting (draft)
held on Friday 14 July 2006 in Eckernförde, Germany
Opening
The meeting is opened at 11:02 by the VODA president Mr. Walther Nerving. He likes to
give the word to the secretary to lead the meeting further.
Fourteen members were participating, being from Sweden Per Wasberg, Ingemar Bäck
and Böye Baksson, from the Netherlands Jacob Cats, Gert Stap, Arend Schram and Joop
Wagenmakers, from Denmark Walther Nerving and Mogens Tybo Nielsen, from Germany
Klemens Henkes, Thomas Berthold and Lüder Heidemann, from Great Britain Mike Freeman and Steve Birch. Norway and USA are not participating this time.
Number of members per National VEGA Organisation
Denmark 220, Great Britain 207, Germany 138, Netherlands 272, Norway 65, Sweden 600, USA
129. These numbers are defining the number of votes per Organization during this meeting and the
annual contribution each National Organisation is due to VODA (€ 0,25 per member).
Minutes of the General VODA Meeting held on July 15, 2004 in Egå, Denmark
The minutes are approved unchanged.
Election of the VODA Board for the next two years
Walther Nerving, president, is re-elected as such. Joop Wagenmakers is re-elected as secretary
(including: treasurer).
VODA Achievement Awards 2006
The secretaries of all National Organizations have been invited in time by the VODA secretary to
put forward their motivations for possible candidates being entitled to receive an award. VODA
president and secretary have studied all 4 received motivations and made their choice, being Steve
Birch and together Piet and Elly van Soest.
The president cites the texts about their merits.
The two awards will be handed over during the IFR closing diner.
Next VEGA International Friendship Regatta
The Vega Association of Great Britain is ready to organize the next IFR in 2008, as chairman Mike
Freeman announces. His proposal is greatly welcomed. The event will take place in Harwich, probably in the middle of July.
VODA Economy
Joop Wagenmakers distributes the financial statement 2006 to the participants of the meeting. He states to have € 537,24 in cash, mostly on an interest account. Three National Or-
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ganizations are still due to pay their annual fee; this will be solved. He Swedish Organization asks for the VODA account numbers, Joop will care for that.
Approval VEGA Class Rules 2006
The new VEGA Class Rules are open for approval. Except for small editorial adaptations, up to
Lüder Heidemann and Joop Wagenmakers due in autumn 2006 , the Rules are approved and will be
put on the VODA Website by Steve Birch later on.
There were some remarks about chapter II B of the Rules:
Lüder is in favour decentralizing paperwork to National Organizations; each measurement result
may be checked by one or two members; a copy of the checked measurement from to send to the
Class Organization being free how to organize.
Mogens communicates in Denmark the club measures in practise a boat once and for ever.
Approval proposal to standardising measurement sheets to check on Vega Class Rules
The proposed measurement sheet has been approved; to be carried out still as asked for
by Lüder Heidemann: its paragraphs will refer to corresponding paragraphs of the Rules.
National reports on activities
The secretaries of the National Organisations are kindly requested to submit their report on
the past two years to the VODA secretary, if not having done yet.
Further questions and points
None.
Closing of the meeting
At 11:53. The president likes to thank all those having drawn up and re-discussed contributions concerning the Vega Class Rules and Measurement Form.

Walther Nerving,

Joop Wagenmakers,

President

Secretary

Important note here: The next IFR will be at the Royal Harwich Yacht Club,
Woolverstone, Ipswich, IP9 1AT. In the UK. Contact Berthmaster Mobile
07742 145994 http://www.rhyc.demon.co.uk/visiting.htm for information
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The Pacific Northwest VEGAtarian Rendezvous 2007
will be held at the Lopez Islander Bay Resort at Fisherman’s Bay, Lopez
Island Washington, June 29th, 30th and July 1st. Organizers Howard and
Sheila Barbour have reserved 8 slips under the name “Vega Association”.
You will need to call the resort (Toll free 800-736-3434) to confirm your
individual slip.

IFR 2008
Has been scheduled for Monday, June 30th through Saturday, July 5th in the UK at the Royal
Harwich Yacht Club near Ipswich. It’s not too early to begin making plans to attend.

Dues
Dues are due for 2007. If you haven’t submitted your membership update for the new year,
now is the time. The password and login for the web site will change soon and if you haven’t
updated your membership by then you’ll not be notified of the new password.

Membership Application
Name:
Postal Address:
Country:
E-mail:
First Mate:
Hull/Sail No.

Membership Information

Boat Name:

Membership dues are currently
US$12 for one year . Membership includes a subscription to
Fair Winds, the Newsletter of
the AVA. Make checks payable
to :

Home Port:
Telephone:
New Member

Renewal

I prefer to read my newsletter on-line
I prefer to receive my newsletter on paper

Chuck Rose
SV Lealea
PO Box 88784
Honolulu, HI 96830-8784

